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Every stage actress wants fans, but what happens when one goes too far?Â Emmy has the perfect

lifeâ€” a house on the beach, a successful career headlining the local theater, and love. But when a

brutal murder brings unimaginable grief, Emmyâ€™s world comes crashing down. As she tries to

pick up the pieces, she canâ€™t seem to avoid Josh, the new fireman in town.Â Emmy does her

best to fight the sizzle in her chest when Josh is near. But with the stalker still out there, terrorizing

her and those she cares about, she canâ€™t fall for anyoneâ€”especially Josh, a suspect in the

murder investigation.If Emmy allows a man to get close, itâ€™s not just her heart she puts at risk,

itâ€™s her life.Â Cami Checketts is also part of the bestselling Billionaire Bride Pact Romance series

with Jeanette Lewis.The books in order would be:The Resilient OneThe Passionate OneThe Feisty

OneThe Rebellious OneThe Independent OneThe Adventurous OneThe Protective OneThe Faithful

OneThe Daring OneThe Glamorous OneEnjoy these top-rated contemporary romance books FREE

as part of your Kindle Unlimited Prime Subscription. You can read the ebooks on your  Kindle Fire,

on a computer via Kindle Cloud Reader or on any smartphone or tablet with the free Kindle reading

app.The Billionaire Bride Pact Romance Series is featured in a number of Kindle Unlimited

categories, including: romance, contemporary romance, clean romance, sweet romance, new adult

romance, new romance, best sellers fiction, romance kindle unlimited books, best contemporary

fiction romance novel, new books.Thank you for reading!
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What a great clean suspense/romance novel. I've been wanting to read some of Cami Checketts

books for a while and have finally done so. I really enjoyed the pacing and the mystery/suspense

throughout. Honestly I kept changing my opinion of who the stalker was. I will say that I guessed

him first but the novel was well written that I kept second guessing myself until the very end and the

final reveal.I have to admit that, although the novel isn't scary just suspenseful, as I was reading in

bed last night I about jumped a mile high when my sleeping husband's foot twitched and touched

my foot. Ha ha ha ha!!! I laughed pretty hard after that. I was near the end and at a pretty intense

scene when it happened.Next thing I really loved was the setting and the MCs job. I love Cannon

Beach and the area there. I lived just up the coast from there for many years. My favorite beach is

right there at Ecola state park, Indian Beach. So if you're ever heading that way make sure you

watch the tide tables and hit that beach. Fun tide pools and the best sand. Lots of surfers love it too!

There's even an awesome little creek to play in too all while having an amazing view of the ocean

and yes, even Haystack Rock. I loved her job because I'm a musical fanatic and am actually

involved in one right now at our local opera house, the really fun thing is that they just did a

production of My Fair Lady.So let's just say that I really connected to this novel in those ways.The

stalker is very intense and you never know where he is going to appear next. Who do you trust

when everyone around you is a suspect?There is a sweet romance with some heated kisses and

hand holding. There is a murder and some blood and a few other fights plus the aspect of the

stalker. So overall it was a clean read but I would recommend to more mature readers who can

handle reading about those situations.Happy Reading!!!

Great plot twists in this unusual love story. Emmy and Josh feel an instant attraction for each other

but both take the high moral ground and avoid fueling the fire. When her husband is murdered,

Emmy thinks Josh may have had something to do with it. Solving the crime and keeping Emmy safe

are JoshÃ¢Â€Â™s goals as he patiently wins her over. The story is suspenseful as characters jump

to wrong conclusions and are never sure who can be trusted. Both Emmy and Josh must conquer



heartache and loss in order for true love to prevail.-----

This was a good book, but it felt kinda rushed along. It started out so good and had the foundation

for a great story but I felt like too much was summarized and that the female protagonist made huge

emotional switches without a lot of explanation or build up. Still loved the story though, especially

how the author weaves adventure and suspense with a sweet romance. Will definitely still read

more of her books!!

I love this book. It is a murder mystery and a romance and it's clean. I am quickly becoming a fan of

this author.

I think this might be my new favorite! Loved this book sooo much. The characters seem so real and

the plot has you on edge. I love Oregon and could just picture the ocean and beach house along

with the creepy stalker in the night. Thumbs up, five stars all the way for this one!

I really enjoyed this book by Cami Checketts. Loved the characters. She kept me guessing as to

who the Miller was. Worth the read.

Good, interesting plot. Shows how easy it is to accuse the wrong person, because you took what

they said the wrong way. Good description of characters and the place she lived it. Looking forward

to another suspence by her.

I liked the storyline. The characters were OK. I was surprised to find out who the bad guy was. But

the whole book had a stilted feel to it as of the author was trying too hard. Sentences were choppy

and sometimes even boring. This is not one of the author best books.
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